Abstract--This paper presents the development of customized distribution automation system (DAS) for secure fault isolation at the low voltage (LV) down stream, 415/240V by using the Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) distribution system. It is the first DAS research work done on customer side substation for operating and controlling between the consumer side system and the substation in an automated manner. Most of the work is focused on developing very secure fault isolation whereby the fault is detected, identified, isolated and remedied in few seconds. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) techniques has been utilized to build Human Machine Interface (HMI) that provides a graphical operator interface functions to monitor and control the system. Microprocessor based Remote Monitoring Devices have been used for customized software to be downloaded to the hardware. Power Line Carrier (PLC) has been used as communication media between the consumer and the substation. As result, complete DAS fault isolation system has been developed for cost reduction, maintenance time saving and less human intervention during faults.
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I. INTRODUCTION The SCADA software and service elements may include operator interface software, historical databases, report generators and systems documentation and training [1] . SCADA software can be divided into two types, proprietary or open [2] . Open Software is gaining more popularity because of its ability to mix different manufacturer's equipment on the same system compared to the proprietary software which was developed by the company to communicate to their own hardware. Citect and WonderWare are just two of the open software packages available on the market for SCADA systems [3] .
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Compania Nacional de Fuerzay Luz (CNFL) which is the main power distribution company in Costa Rica is among the utility companies that is currently using wonderware solution to develop their automation system. [4] International Standards Organization (ISO) has developed open systems interconnection (OSI) model in objective to provide a framework for the coordination of standards development within that common framework. The software problems of communication between equipment from any manufacturer can be accomplished by following this standard. [5] In 1988, the International Electro-technical Commission (IEC) began publishing a standard framework entitled 'IEC 870 Tele-control equipment and systems'. This was developed in stages from 1900 to 1995 to completely define an open protocol for SCADA communications. During the same period, which IEC 870 was progressively released, the DNP3 protocol was developed and released in North America. DNP3 was designed specifically for SCADA applications. [6] Center operator interface hardware mostly consists of standard PC computers and LCD monitors with appropriate desks and consoles. Medium and larger systems are normally built with redundant display capability with seating for two or more operator personal. Reports and sometimes alarm systems are also furnished. UPS hardware is normally provided to protect against power outages until backup generation can be placed on-line. Fig. 1 shows a typical compact substation which is also referred as Ring Main Unit (RMU). It contains a 12KV, 630A, 20KVA RMU which supplies power supply to Low Voltage Feeder Panel. A three-phase, 1000KVA, 11/0.433 kV transformer is used to step down 11kV to 433V before supplying to a Low Voltage Feeder Panel (LVFP).
II. SERVICE SUBSTATION PANEL
The outgoing supplies are protected by fuses which have to be replaced if faulty occurs. In this research project, fuses have been replaced by circuit breakers which can be manually or automatically controlled for switching operations and are not frequently replaced. This is shown in Fig. 2 . The typical panel is using power factor meter, kilowatt hour meter and three ammeters to provide reading of power factor, kilowatt hour and three phase current values. Instead of using different types of meters to provide the reading, a single power analyzer is used in this research to provide the same readings and is able to send the data to the Remote Terminal Unit as a controller using modbus protocol. 
III. FAULT ISOLATION METHOD
This research is based on open loop distribution system which means that the loads are connected to two feeders and any section of the feeder can be isolated without interruption. Thus, the average outage time is reduced to the time required to locate the fault and do the necessary switching to restore the service. In this research, the switching can be performed either automatically or manually.
The developed logic programming is based on the flowchart described in Fig. 3 . By using a flowchart, the sequences of operations were determined based on the flowchart. There are five major actions which are the status of 'power input', mode state, the status of 'reset program', execute 'start low check' and execute 'start high check'.
First step is to check the power input whether it is turned on or turned off. The power input is referring to relay output of Earth Leakage Circuit Breaker (ELCB) with overcurrent relay protection. Earth leakage relays work in much the same way as the Residual Current Circuit Breaker (RCCB) and as such, must be accompanied by a circuit breaker or fuse. So basically it will only break the circuit when there is a leakage current flowing from phase line to the earth. If no faulty condition is detected by ELCB, power input is turned on (Normally Close (NC)). When ELCB detects the fault condition, power input is turned off (Normally Open (NO)). In this case, the ELCB is resetted by using a delay timer and power input is turned on automatically.
There are two modes of operations, i.e. manual and automatic modes. If automatic mode is selected, when fault occurs, the fault point is isolated automatically by activating the 'start low check' and 'start high check'.
The 'start low check' and 'start high check' are executed only when the fault point is isolated and the unaffected points are operated as normal condition. Once the fault point is operated as normal, the 'reset program' button is pressed. These button resets back the counter to initial values and execute the 'start low check' and 'start high check' again.
'Start low check' checks the low side which is from the left to right while 'start high check' checks the high side which is from the right to the left. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 . If the manual mode is switched on, when fault occurs, the checking is done manually by the operator. The developed Graphical User Interface (GUI) provides buttons to control the switching of the loads. The GUI will be discussed in section IV (results and discussions). In Fig. 5 , if "Load #4" is the fault load, then "Zone #4" and "Zone #5" are switched off to isolate the load from the other loads. "Zone" is referring to a section of the distribution and operated by a relay as switching device. In Fig. 6 , the fault isolation method developed in this project has been illustrated. During healthy condition, all loads are switched on. Two counters are used during low side checking which are the Counter Low Trip (CLT) and Counter Low Current (CLC). The CLT is the counter to store the zone which is under fault condition. The CLC will be increased by one on each time zone. Another two counters are used for high side checking which are the Counter High Trip (CHT) and Counter High Current (CHC). When fault occurs, all zones are switched off. The Low Side Checking (LSC) will start to turn on each zone one by one until it reaches to the fault zone. Once the fault zone is reached, trip occurs and all zones are switched off once again. This time, CLC is assigned to CLT to indicate which zones are the fault zones. From the value of CLT, CHT is calculated. The LSC will start to turn on each zone one by one but this time Zone #4 will remain off. The High Side Checking (HSC) will start to turn on Zone #7 and Zone #6 one by one but Zone #5 is remained off. All this process takes in seconds to complete the fault solution. Fig. 7 shows the flowchart of counter method developed in this research project. During LSC, CLT must be greater than the zone number in order for the zone to switch on. During the HSC, the CHT must be less than the zone number in order for the zone to switch on.
In this research, the following formula has been developed as general case formula which can be applied to any distribution automation system. Each tag is configured to the alarm parameters such as group, priority, selection, message, type and limit. Group refers to the type of group and whether it is digital or analog. Priority is to indicate the priority within the alarm group. Tags with a higher priority must have a higher priority value. Selection is used to filter in the alarm summary objects. Message is to message the associated alarm that will be displayed on the Alarm/Event Control object. The type refers to the type of alarm such as "Hi", "Lo", "HiHi" and "LoLo". Limit is the limit value associated to the alarm.
Event screen displays the list of event triggered by the operation personnel. For example, the event of pressing the reset button will be captured and displayed in event screen. Operation personnel can set specific date of event to be displayed or clicked on "today" button to display event that happened today. Fig. 9 shows the event screen results and Table 1 listed the captured events. 
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The graph will provide on-line data of voltage and current from the power analyzer. "Cursor" a button at the top of the graph can be dragged to know the value along a certain position of the graph. X-axis and Y-axis can be set to the user preferences. A combo box on the left side of the graph is to change the x-axis. Start Date, Start Time and duration are to set the y-axis. Fig. 10 describes the trending screen for service substation panel to display current values. By clicking on the "Show Tabular" button, screen shown in Fig. 11 will be displayed. This screen is to display the graph data in a table form. The value is archived from the graph shown in the trending screen. "Reload" button is to update the table based on the graph. User dialog box is to create new user, delete user, block and unblock user. Fig. 12 shows the user dialog box.
When "New User/Delete User" button is pressed, the screen shown in Fig. 13 will be displayed. User can be blocked from accessing the application by clicking on "Block User" button. "Unblock User" button will undo the block user action. User can be removed by clicking on "Remove User". "User Access" is to set which screens that are allowed to be accessed under certain user group. Fig. 16 illustrates the user access dialog box. Fig. 14 and will be displayed. "Delete" button is to delete user. A confirmation message box will displayed to confirm the deleted action. "Setting" button is to change the password of the selected user as shown in Fig. 15 . User can also be blocked by checking the check box which indicates that this "user is blocked". IV. SYSTEM OPERATION After success login to the system, control screen to be displayed is chosen from the toolbar. An example is shown in Fig. 17 , when "Serv SS" button is pressed, the service substation screen will be displayed. Currently all outputs are in healthy conditions. The communication status shows no communication error with the modules as well as the power analyzer. If fault occurs, all symbols that represented the outputs will change to red colors pattern showing that all the circuit breakers are turned off. This is shown in Fig. 18 Alarms will be triggered and displayed on the screen. In Fig.  19 , the steps of fault detection and fault isolation are shown. In the alarm list, the blue color text indicates that the output has changed to healthy status and the red color text indicates that the output is still remained unhealthy. Once the fault points have been checked and repaired, the "Reset" button is pressed to reset the counter and logic program. The main contribution of the work in this research project is the development and the design of a distribution automation system aimed at the low voltage (LV) distribution system. It is to develop a customized DAS system which operates and controls the LV system in an automated manner. Fault isolation system has been implemented which can detect the fault locations, identify the fault locations, isolate the faults and restore the electricity to the healthy loads. It can finally clear the faults and restore back the supply for the faulted loads. The implemented SCADA system provides graphical user interface, alarm features, data logging and report management facilities for the operator to interact with the equipment in the service substation and the customer service substation. Much of the manual function verifications can now be done at the click of the mouse. This research helps to optimize staff efficiency by deploying staff to on-site location only when necessary. The usage of RTU allows for future expansion. The customized DAS system is capable of improving the ability to monitor and control equipment at the service substation and customer service substation. It reduces the maintenance costs, operating costs, human intervention costs and renovates and innovates the system as adopted technology.
VI. FUTURE WORK
This research project is a first research work of its kind developed for low voltage (LV) distribution system. However, much more work is needed in evaluating new DAS technology and its applications from LV to medium voltage (MV) distribution system. No doubt that the outcome of this research as first effort has been very encouraging and bringing beneficial to the distribution system in SCADA research development in the future. Here are the proposed future works that will lead an ultimate DAS development through out the distribution system in the future: a) Using web base application as GUI supported by IPbased computer networks and internet connectivity as communication network to remote sites in long distance. b) An automated solutions to the distribution system comprising automation-ready building blocks such as a synthesis of state-of-the-art individual components (distribution switchgears, fault passage indications, RTUs, local power supplies, communications interfaces, & different voltage levels between LV and MV), integrated to form complete functional devices. These devices are assembled into a system to solve the complete control or automation needs of each distribution network. c) Comprehensive data storage and distribution configuration system integrated together. That contains a complete physical and data application implementation with status and functional operations of circuit breakers, relays, status of each component in both sides of the substations. This will help to reduce black-out due to equipment malfunctions in a comprehensive and automated manner. d) Remote metering system and remote meter detection system for theft protection. e) This will lead total solution of customer management problems at the distribution system.
